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Antonio and Giacomo enjoying the sights in Imola on a beautiful spring day.

Friends & Family,
Spring has finally arrived in Italia, and we are truly grateful! We apologize
for not writing sooner, but as many of you know we’ve had a difficult
winter with one illness after another. For those of you who don’t follow us
on Facebook, Tyler was in the hospital for 4 days back in February with
pneumonia and acute respiratory failure. And Jessica had influenza twice
and then pneumonia as well. The recovery process for Tyler has been
long, but we seem to be through the worst of it. The boys were sick on
and off too, but thankfully they did not get pneumonia. Thank you to all of
you who prayed for us through a difficult few months and for all the
encouraging messages you guys sent us.
I (Tyler) have been attending driving school, working towards getting an
Italian drivers license. It’s been an interesting experience, since I’ve been
driving as long as many of the students have been alive! The process
involves about 8 weeks of lectures covering the 200 page driving manual,
to prepare you for the 40 question true/false written exam. After this,

you’re required to do 6 1-hour long practice drives with an instructor
before you can take the practical exam. The whole process takes about 68 months! It has been quite challenging, as the exam is only available in
Italian. I’m scheduled to take the written exam on May 7th, so say an extra
prayer for me that day. Also on the subject of driving, we finally bought a
car! We are so grateful for how the Lord provides, and we want to thank
everyone who has been so generous in supporting us these last few
years to help make that possible.
Our language studies continue to progress despite the fact that at times it
was very difficult to keep up while we were sick. We have great teachers,
and we ask that you pray for continued opportunities there to share our
faith and the love of Jesus with teachers at our school. Pray especially
for Marta and Rosella, the two teachers we are closest with.
We mentioned last fall that this Summer TEAM would be reassigning us
to a new ministry area. We’ve been working through this process with the
leadership here, and after the boys finish school mid-June we will be
moving to a town just outside Bologna to join a church planting team
there. We are sad to leave Trieste and the relationships we’ve made here.
But we know that God is faithful to continue working in the hearts of the
people we’ve had the opportunity to minister to in this amazing city. And
we are excited for what God has next for us! Please pray for all the
logistical things that must fall into place as we wrap things up here and
get settled into a new town. Pray for our boys as they are sad to be
leaving their friends behind.
And lastly for some exciting news, we will be back in KC this Summer!
We will arrive in early July and leave at the end of August. We need to
take care of some requirements for TEAM, and Jessica needs to renew
her U.S. driver’s license. In Italy the whole country shuts down for the
month of August as everyone departs for vacation at the beach. So it is a
good time to come back to the U.S. for a visit. Of course we look forward
to seeing everyone, and the boys are happy to be able to spend some
much needed time with friends, grandparents and cousins. We are
looking for a car that we can borrow while we are back. If you happen to
know of something available, please let us know.
As we approach the 18 month mark of our time here, we can reflect and
see God’s goodness and faithfulness in so many ways, especially the

grace He gives in the midst of trials and illness and suffering. Jessica has
been studying through the story of Joseph. Time and time again we are
reminded that, “...the Lord was with Joseph…” It’s a small anecdote to
Joseph’s life story, but its meaning is HUGE! As believers we can rejoice
in this truth that no matter what, the Lord is with us. Please continue to
pray for Italians to know Jesus and to know this kind of joy. Thank you all
for your support and prayers for our ministry here!

In Christ,
Tyler & Jessica

“But I have trusted in your steadfast love; my heart shall rejoice in your
salvation. I will sing to the Lord, because he has dealt bountifully with
me.” -Psalm 13:5-6
Give Now!

In March we visited and worshiped with another TEAM church in Imola, near
Bologna.

Tyler attended a training and formation event at Chiesa Veritas in Milan.
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